Peter <peter@antihate.ca>
11:33 AM (2 hours ago)

to me

Hello,
This message is for Greg Arcade. I'm a journalist with the Canadian AntiHate Network reaching out for comment about an upcoming article of ours
related to your connections with the Plaid Army. Could you please provide
a response to the following points:
• You have worked as a web and graphic designer for Jeremy "Raging
Dissident" Mackenzie, as well as the design for a separate
show Faith & Liberty. Have you done the design for any other sites
affiliated with the Plaid Army? Do you also make the sites for other
PA accounts?
•

On Telegram you have posted using antisemitic symbols like the
multiple parenthesis (((()))) and references to not trusting the "long
nose tribe." Do you share the views expressed by other PA members
of ideas of large scale Jewish-led global conspiracies?

•

The song "Among Us" talks about an enemy within, while
"Accelebrate" asks the listener to applaud "when it accelerates." Are
these references to other conspiracies and/or ideologies that focus on
these concepts?

Thanks for any effort to answer these questions. If possible could you
please respond within the next few hours.

Regards,
Peter Smith

Greg Arcade
1:58 PM (2 minutes ago)

to Peter

from the desk of Greg Arcade

Hello Evan Balgord et al

Odd that you would need to contact me under the guise of Peter Smith. We
all know Peter Smith isn’t a real person.

I don’t really care for answering the questions of bullies and charlatans

such as yourselves, however for the sake of obliging my own community,
and so that I can post this response for my community members, and
everyone who is disgusted by you for-good-reason, to laugh at, I will
answer you…

In an effort to remain kind and avoid misunderstandings, perhaps you
should get a dictionary…

• I work with many clients. Not just those from the Plaid Army. I do not
discriminate against any clients based on who they are. That is more
characteristic of your own network. Unlike yourself, I have spent much time
developing my talents so as to better work with people all over the world
and be of service to them. Unlike yourself, I do not judge people on their
outward appearance, which, may I add, is a disgusting habit you have. You
do it over and over again as you project your pedophilic power-hungry
demonic-gaze out upon those in the world who wish nothing to do with you.
I work with people on the merit of their character. Frankly I find it insulting
that you believe all I can do is make websites. You know so little about me,
and I am so much better than you at so many things. Would you like to
hear about the content I have created for other clients? Do they need to be
of another race for you to qualify their statements as valid because you are
a racist? Are you only interested if they are black? Or maybe it is a religion
thing. Muslim? I have many friends from many walks of life. Not
communists though. Not marxists such as yourselves. You are vile. You
are a hateful troll Evan.

• I feel the response to this question would be best served with some input
from my Jewish band members, business partners, and long-time friends,
all of whom believe that your slander-rag of a web-blog is nothing more
than racist bullying funded by the Federal Government of Canada. While I
can not respond to this immediately, I wonder if you could ask the openly
anti-Semitic member of your own Canadian Anti-Hate network; the one who
referred to those peacefully protesting jewish persons as “Faggots” this
past summer, if he himself has any ideas of large scale Jewish-led global
conspiracies, as you so eloquently put it? A few people I know have many

screenshots of him openly saying terrible things about jewish people. I
believe there are videos as well, and that he was responsible for organizing
anti-jewish protests… Odd that you would continue to employ and fund
such an individual. Indulge me: what was his name again? I spend so little
time thinking of your circles. Is this an anti-Jewish web blog? I always
forget based on the actions of the contributors of your blog... and just so I
know how to reference this for my audience: antihate.tumblr.com correct?

• I am so happy to hear you enjoy the music. It is quite the compliment.
Lower intelligence individuals such as yourself may not be able to
understand the art form, so I can understand why you might need to clarify
with the artist about the messages behind the song. See, when consuming
art, be it visual or audible what-have-you: it is up to the individual to use
their inner-dialogue to determine what-exactly that particular piece says to
them and the emotions that it may convey. I understand that someone such
as yourself, one who has little-to-no inner-dialogue, may have difficulty
interpreting art. What-to continually follow social pressures as you do, in
addition to doing… whatever it is you may call this line of work?…
Harassment? Slander? Professional-Bullying? Extortionist Intimidation?
Whatever it may be; the evidence is there that the putrid hollow hole
festering of noisome sores which lays in the place where your soul may
have once been can not hope to ever appreciate the beauty within this
world ever again. When your soul is gone or rotten, you can not simply
obtain it again. I imagine this is why you chase such vile and disgusting
pursuits. I have heard much about you and your “network” and the vile
activities which you all celebrate. I digress from the topic of your
degeneracy, albeit difficult as it is all you have to offer the world. Ultimately:
songs mean what they mean to the listener. Then a fair question for you is:
do you wish to accelerate? This is what you have interpreted after-all.

I find you abhorrent. I find your “network” which is a GoDaddy webspace
Wordpress template blog abhorrent. I believe you to be a demon. I believe
you to be sad and pathetic on the inside. I am going to share this email and
your information with every government official I have had the pleasure of
meeting over the years in my line of work. There are many in all parties,
and yes we are all still friendly even if we disagree on policy. I would like

them to see what the current government is funding. I will not alter this
whatsoever. It is time for them to see exactly how vile the fruits of their
labours have become. Think Evan et al, you might even get a few readers.
I hear you have so few now.

I am happy you are writing this article about me. I am happy you think
about me as much as you do. It shows me that I am on the correct path.
When vile ghouls such as yourself feel the need to attempt to interact with
those who do not even give them an ounce of their energies; well.. hah. It’s
humorous to me.

I guess, now that you have decided to attack me and my character withoutwarrant I am going to start spending all my time exposing you all for the
hateful, racist, frauds that you are. You may even want to write more
articles about me. That would be great. My friends and I will celebrate
every one, we will laugh at your sordid attempts at writing, and the end
result will be great for me: you’re going to push wonderful wholesome
good-hearted people, the same kind who find you vile and disgusting,
towards me. We’re going to laugh about you! It will be wonderful and
healing for our souls. It really is a blessing and I am glad you have
contacted me today. Please. Contact me more. Every time you do I’ll
remember to work harder.

You could even say that: if, what you think I and the many persons you
have slandered in your Tumblr blog are doing is “hate”, which-it-is-not, you
are wrong and you are a liar, and that your action of attacking individuals
such as myself, individuals which YOU deem as hateful, who-they-are-not
because you are a liar, results in them working harder to create more
content which you believe to be hateful, which-it-is-not because you are
wrong and a liar, that you are, indeed, creating that which you claim to fight
against. Wouldn’t you agree? Either you are the cause of hate, or the
people you write about in your web-blog are not creating any hateful
content. Maybe some of them do. I wouldn't know. I don't read tumblr blogs
from alleged... well we all know what has been alleged against you and
your particular... tastes... disgusting. Why even mention it.

I do not care what your pathetic response is.

Shall we begin?

Greg Arcade
I will always be better than you.

